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At the heart of Industrial Revolution is digital 
transformation
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The Industrial Revolution - Key Phases

Credited: Bandukwala, 2019





THE BIGGEST GROWTH BIG DATA/AI IS IN 
ASIA





Fast-paced Computer Industry
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Dimensions of Digital Transformation



Changes in Strategic Assumptions 

Digital AgeAnalog Age VS
Customer

Competitions

Data

Innovation

Dynamic Network

Customers are the key influencer

Focus on MVP, iterative after launch

Testing ideas: cheap, fast and easy

Focus on finished product

Testing ideas: expensive, slow & diificult

Mass market

Firm is the key influencer

is generated every where

challenges: converting into knowledge

Across fluid industries

blurred distinction: rivals or partners
Within defined industries

Clear: partners or rivals

is expensive to generate

challenges: storing and managing

ValueValue proposition is defined by industry

Optimize your business model as long as possible

Value is defined by changing customer needs

Evolve before you must, to stay ahead of the curve

Rogers, D.L., 2016













IoT: Projection
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1 zettabyte= 1trillion gigabytes



Drivers of change

• Ubiquitous high-speed mobile internet;

• Artificial intelligence; 

•Widespread adoption of big data analytics; and 

• Cloud technology

WEF, 2018



Digital Transformation & Its Disruptive Impact 
on Job



“Robots will be able to do 

everything better than us…I am not 

sure exactly what to do about this. 

This is really the scariest problem to 

me.”



“ humans will win this battle, 

as machines don’t really 

possess the wisdom and 

experience reflected by a 

human”

It might actually happen, AI could 

set off the third World War, one that 

will see human on one side, and 

robots on the other



We have to face the fact that 

we are planning to make 

entities that are far more

powerful than humans. How do 

we ensure that they never, 

ever have power over us?



CSIS Global Dialog-2019

• Institute for the Future (IFTF) and Dell Technologies states that 
65% of the students nowadays will work in jobs that do not exist 
yet.

• These jobs are created through the new wave of the industrial 
revolution (AI, machine learning and robots which will come 
through an unprecedented scale and pervasiveness). 

• Moreover, the fear of jobs destruction by these technologies is still 
in the main narrative creating uncertainty about the future of 
jobs.



It is human tendency to replace people role: 
work meaning is in a question

P

U

C

D
Convenience leads to 

disengagement

Utilitarian Trap 

Cost Reduction instead of 

Innovation

Limited human role as a part of 

production processes



MIT Sloan Management Review, 2019



Intelligence will migrate to 

optimal environment



MIT SMR, 2019



New Job Portfolio



Creative & Innovative Job: always relevant

Omniscience Entrepreneurial Mindset Bottom-Line Focus Ethical Intelligence

Tomorrow’s talent must 

aspire to understand 

everything – or at least 

much more than they 

currently do about their 

business

Teams will need to 

become more 

enterprising to succeed. 

They must become 

boundary pushers 

(products & processes)

Employees need to be 

just as skilled at 

thinking about business 

models as they are at 

designing and 

implementing systems. 

Though machines are 

innately logical, they 

lack emphaty, that will 

have consequences for 

companies, consumers 

and society. 

Four Skills Tomorrow’s Innovation Workforce Will Need

Marion et al, SMR Spring-2020



Some facts about the New of Jobs

• Programmer, data scientist and software developer are predicted in 
shortage in the future.

• Statistical programming (R, Phyton), machine learning (neural networks, 
natural language processing) and data management (SQL, Hadoop) will 
be on-demand.

• Repetitive and programmable are more prone to automation.

• Social skills are still difficult to automate and replicate.

• Several companies are not requiring a university degree for their job 
vacancy. They are more interested in the skill and experience of the 
candidates.

• Analytics, (digital) literacy, numeracy, creativity and teamwork are 
critical for future jobs





Job Disrupted, New Opportunities, Jobs, and Skills 

14% of global 
workforce, as many as 

375 million people may 
need to switch 

occupational categories

1/3 and more of the 
desired skill sets of 
most jobs will be 

comprised of skills 
not yet considered 
crucial today, by 

2020

Individuals on a 30 
year career have 
to refresh their 

skills throughout 
their careers 6 

times

Learning and 
unlearning is a 

new oxygen

Shelf-life of skills in the 
future of work will 
decrease to 5 years

Mc Kinsey &Co, 

SkillsFutureSG



Comparing Skills Demand: 2018 vs. 2022, Top Ten





Source: belong.co



Indonesia: Emerging Skills

World Economic Forum, 2018





Re/Up-skilling initiatives: 
How to stay relevan in jobs market

Even as people recognize their need to gain

new skills, they seldom adapt rapidly



Work evolution is something that cannot be 
avoided
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Skill Gap & Solution

Some experts predict 
that much jobs will 

be available, but only 
a few can be filled by 

the workforce with 
the right skillset. 

Skill Gap

Therefore, there is an 
urgent call to prepare 

the workforce to equip 
them with the adequate 
skill set required by the 

jobs of the future. 

Solution

(CSIS, 2019)



Indonesia Readiness: Business Skills

Source: GSI 2020, Coursera



Indonesia Readiness: Technology Skills

Source: GSI 2020, Coursera



Indonesia Readiness: Data Science

Source: GSI 2020, Coursera



New ways of working

Intelligent will be more mobile.

(thanks to AR, VR, Translator, 

Connectivity, Conference technology)

Salary gap between developed and 

developing countriesTelemigration 

New way of organizing







Why (continuous) re-skilling

• Even AI eliminates some jobs in the coming decade, it may create as many 
positions as it kills and open up vast new opportunities for collaborations 
between humans and machines. 

• Shelf-life of skills in the future of work will decrease to 5 years

• Smart organizations will take steps not just to adopt intelligent 
technologies but also to recruit and retrain people for skilled roles, 
redesign tasks and jobs, and use AI as an enabler of innovation  in products, 
processes, and business models.

• Shifting expectations/paradigm from job loss to job change, so 
organizations need to understand the new skills required and how to 
acquire the new skills.



Indonesia’s responses to shifting skill needs

WEF, 2018



Acquisition Principles

• Just In Time Learning

• Continue to learn and unlearn

• Merdeka Belajar (Human Centered Learning):
• We have to know what we need to know
• Individual Learning Vision
• Individual based Competency Portofolio

• Corpu Function:
• Learning Facilitator
• Broader Access to External Sources
• Provide: Learning Menu
• Synergy with Industry Course Provider (certification)
• Implement Mixed Methods of Learning  (internship, certification, e-learning, mentoring, 

coaching, learning in workplace etc)



The Rise of Personal Learning Cloud (PLC)

Personalized
Learning at individuals own pace, using 

media that are optimally suited to their 

particular learning style and work

environment.

Contextualized

PLC drives a new  era of skills- and

capabilities-based certication that

stands to completely unbundle the

professional degree

learning happens best when

learners colla-borate and help 

one another. Knowledge both 

know-what and know-how is 

social in nature. 

Socialized

The PLC enables people to learn 

in a workplace setting and 

helping ensure that they actually 

apply the knowledge

and skills they pick up.

Learning outcomes can 
be transparently tracked 
and authenticated

HBR, March-April 2019



Things to think

• Create optimistic narration about technology: job change instead of job loss. 

• There is a high degree of certainty in competency shift in the near future.

• Develop HC & learning strategy that make a strategic fit between technology 
adoption and people.

• Avoid immediate human replacement

• Improved Learning/Unlearning Skill

• Provide sufficient time for learning

• Finding the strategic fit between human supremacy/interests and economical 
interests

• For Individuals: manage and update your competency portofolio continuously
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